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Iowa Caucuses

Dates: 6 nights
30th January to 5th February 2020

Iowa

Our US election tour has long been our most popular. For 2020 we are introducing our first tour in the primary
season – and we have chosen the Iowa Caucuses.

Any Democratic hopeful needs to do well in Iowa. It is the first out of the blocks for the primary season and it’s
long been thought that if you fail to do well here and in New Hampshire you’ll struggle to regain steam in time for
the Democratic convention in the autumn (see our background guide).
From our perspective what’s great about Iowa is that Caucuses give you an opportunity to see the candidates and
their supporters in the flesh.

The tour lasts six days and six nights, gives you access to the campaigns of several Democratic contenders as well
as analysis from leading journalists and polling analysts. There have never been so many contenders for the
Democratic nomination – so it should be a fascinating time to be there.
Our US election tours sell more rapidly than any of our tours so it’s wise to book soon!

Price: £3950.00
Single Supplement: £500.00
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All your meals, accommodation and transport as well as access to experts and meetings throughout are
included in the tour.

Itinerary

Our Iowa itinerary will be dictated by the events at the time – where and when candidates are visiting the
state – so necessarily this itinerary will be adapted close to our departure date.
Previous participants on Political Tours – and notably our US election tours will know we are very adept
at taking advantage of latest developments in the news and the campaign.
Our tour will include the following elements
See the candidates on the campaign trail – there will be plenty of opportunities to see them out and
about meeting local voters.
Meetings with leading Democratic (as well as Republican – but less important this time around!)
campaign strategists.
Meetings with key electoral groups – farmers – rural vs suburban and urban voting areas.
Talk with Polling Experts
A guide to how caucuses work
A guide to where Iowa is on the electoral map – why does it have so much impact?
Meetings with key media groups covering the campaign – from both national and state outlets.
Witness the caucuses take place
Review the results with our expert guides.
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